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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
The primary purpose of this study is the construction of 
a diagnostic survey' test in music, suitable for useat the 
ninth grade level, preferably at the beginning of the third 
term, when it would prove diagnostic for individuals and also 
reveal the strengths and weaknesses of the class as a whole 
and of the teaching program in the junior high school. 
A. NEED FOR TESTS IN THE MUSIC PROGRAM 
Since more and more attention is being focused upon the 
musical accomplishment of children, there is a need for re-
search in the field of music education to insure the best 
method of presenting material and methods of evaluating the 
students' retention over a period of several years. 
Weigand lfstates: 
The lack of experimental studies in music edu~ 
cation has been recognized by authorities for · 
many years, but there has not been a significant 
amount of attention given to it. 
lf J. J. Weigand, "The Scientific Apfroach to Music Teaching," 
~ Music Educators Journal, Vol. XXXIII Nov.-Dee. 1946) Pg. 
1. 
Among suggested topics for graduate studies, the Music Y 
Educators Journal lists the following: 
Development of standardized tests, measuring 
musical understanding and/or music app~ecia­
tion and growth toward the same. 
Many musicians do not see the value of tests in a school 
program, as Gehrkens g;points outo He explains by saying: 
The musician often scoffs at tests, just as he 
scoffs at grades, records and efficiency. It 
is true that these things are frequently exalted 
by educators to a point beyond their deserts, 
and the musicians, being usually more intuitive 
and therefore frequently seeing more clearly 
into the very heart of life than the average 
man, comes to feel that these mechanical phases 
of education are receiving more e~phasis in 
proportion to their importance than the artistic 
or spiritual elements. In other words, grades, 
tests, and efficiency often come to have a 
larger place in school work than inspiration, 
guidance, and intellectual and spiritual nurture. 
This, of course, is absurd; but often the general 
educator does not recognize its absurdity be-
cause he has become so engrossed in the mechanics, 
the details, of education, that, finding the 
school working smoothly as a machine, he feels 
that it is accomplishing its purpose: whereas 
often it is merely wheels going round and round 
with little or no mental or spiritual develo~ 
ment taking place in the pupils. It J& the 
product of education that is important rather 
~an_!!! machinerl. 
The musician has his blind spot too, but in the 
matter of machinery he is perhaps more like~y 
to see clearly than is the general educator. 
This is because he is working in a medium that 
1/ "For Graduate Studies" Music Educators Journal, Vol. 
XXXVII (Nov.-Dec. 1950) Pg. 53. 
~/ Karl w. Gehrkens, Music in~ Junior High School,. C. C. 
Birchard and Company, Boston, 1936, p. 276. 
2. 
is primarily spiritual; and because success 
in such a medium implies a certain spiritu-
ality in the teacher, therefore by natural 
selection music teachers as a group are 
probably more intuitive, more clear-sighted 
as to the relative importance of material as 
compared with spiritual things. Since tests 
seem to be merely another kind of mechanism, 
and since, on general principles, the musician 
is suspicious of mechanisms anyway, he often 
stands aloof, condemning tests as a whole 
without taking the trouble to examine, dif-
ferentiate, and evaluate them. And yet there 
must be tests in education just as there must 
be a certain amount of mechanism in all social 
and economic life. 
The very nature of music makes testing a difficult procedure 
because the examiner has no adequate means of testing the 
emotions, appreciation, or imagination which the music arouses 
in the individual listener. Greene, 1/Jorgensen and 
Gerberich therefore qualify music tests by stating: 
The mere existence of aptitude in music is in 
no sense an index to musical accomplishment, 
however.. The second approach to the problem 
is pedagogical and is based upon the use of 
achievement tests for the threefold purpose 
of measuring the knowledges, skills, and 
apprecia'Qle aspects acquired as a result of 
training. • • • • 
Tests of musical knowledge are variously 
concerned with musical symbols and terms, 
time and key signatures, note and rest values, 
syllables, instrumentation, musical form, and 
the history and biographY of music. • • • • 
Multiple choice and simple recall.items and 
matching exercises appear to b~ most common 
among the techniques used, although the true-
false item is used occasionally. 
1/ Harry A. Green, Albert N. Jorgensen and J~ Raymond 
'Gerberich, Measurement ana Evaluation in the Elementary School, 
New York; Longmans, Green and Company, 1947, pp. 444-449. 
3. 
·i .·;. 
Of course, such tests do not attempt to measure the intangi-
ble aspects of music mentioned above. In a comment on 
standardized tests, Gebrkens 11mainta1ns that: 
Not all tests should be of this standard 
cold-blooded variety, but it is a fine thing 
to have tests available at various stages of 
the different subjects so that individual 
teachers may check the results accomplished 
by the pupils under their direction and thus 
compare their attainments with the standard 
of achievement of a large number of pupils 
of similar age and grade. 
A further statement regarding the need for measurement in all 
phases of music education to insure its place in the school 
curriculum and reveal its importance in the cultural de-
velopment of children is made by Larson. 2/ 
The fact that many educators do not recognize 
music as a necessity in education is not due 
merely to its relative newness ~n the cur-
riculum or to the utilitarian and practical 
emphasis given it. Rather, its true place 
in education has been affected by a general 
failure to understand fully its real purposes 
and potentialities. In the first place, the 
nature of music makes objective measurement 
of its cultural; emotional and aesthetic 
values very difficult or impossible, and so 
capable music educators are at a disadvantage 
in substantiating their claims for music in 
these important respects, and in turn, in 
firmly establishing it as a necessary subject. 
1/. Karl W. Gehrkens, Music in the Grade Schools, Boston: 
~. C. Birchard and Company, 1:93-:r;-pp. 2!8-219. 
gj William S. Larson, "Investigative Activities in Music 
Education, 11 Music Educators Journal, April-May;' 1950, Vol. 
XXXVI, pp. 35-36,. 
4 .. 
I According to Brooks 1 1fthere is as yet no test which measures 
comprehensively and entirely satisfactorily any one of the 
4lt larger processes or abilities which represent the main curri-
culum objectives of modern music education, such as, for 
example, song singing ability, or ability to read music, or 
appreciation of good music; he further states, that a need for 
a test of ability to read music exists .. 
B. TESTING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC PROGRAM 
The music program at the junior high school level, 
commonly thought of as Grades 7, 8 and 9 in a 6-3w3 public 
school organization, has long been a problem to music educa-
tors. It is the period during which the adolescent voice 
begins to drop, causing the boys unnecessary embarrassment if 
not handled correctly. For this reason, book publishers have 
built music programs and song materials around the changing 
boy's voice, employing songs of adventure, travel s,nd humor 
to stimulate and capture their interests. The unit method 
of planning quite frequently proves successful, for it is 
possible to correlate the music lessons with the current 
topics under discussion in history, geography, English and 
art. 
In the author 1 s situation the average class is 
1/ Marion B. Brooks and Harry A. Brown, Music Education in 
_ill ElementarY School,, New York: American Book Company, 1946, 
PP• 290-1. 
5 .. 
approximately fifty to sixty students, and a brief survey of 
several suburban towns around Boston shows that number to be 
fairly representative of the size of junior high school music 
classes. This would indicate that the music teacher handles 
some two hundred and fifty to three hundred pupils each day, 
and since he probably sees each class twice a week, it is 
well-nigh impossible to know every child in the school, 
musically speaking, without a group measure of some form. 
The junior 1/high school that fulfills its 
mission of discovery and exploration sees 
that the child with unusual talent has ade-
quate opportunity for its development. The 
chief means of locating this talent is the 
work in general music, and the chief means 
of developing it, the special musical 
activities. For instance, the·music teacher 
will soon learn that certain,members Qf his 
classes have better than average voices, 
read music fluently, know something of no-
tation and terminology, and find enjoyment 
in and are responsive to all kinds of 
musical endeavor. By carrying on a reason-
able amount of individual work, he can 
discern degrees of talent with considerable 
accuracy, but, to further validate his 
findings, he may apply tests of several 
kinds. 
The authors EVcontinue by listing the following types of 
tests: Tests of Innate Musical Ability; Tests of Musical 
Achievement; T.ests of Voice Classification; and Tests for 
Instrumental Classification. This study will concern itself 
1/ John w. Beattie, Osborne McConathy, Russel V. Morgan, 
Music in ~ Junior ~ School, New York: Silver Burdett 
and Company, 1930, p. 104. 
EV Ibid., P• 105. 
6 .. 
with the second type of teet listed by the authors. 
The large number of students in each class make in-
struction difficult, unless, of course, the divi'sions are 
arranged homogeneously or by ability grouping. Even then, 
some form of group test can be used to advantage in planning 
teaching procedures, audio-visual aids, class projects and 
evaluation. Beattie 11makes the following comment on the 
need for teste under such conditions. 
~here are a number of standardized group 
tests of musical knowledge and achievement. (Be it understood that these test factual 
knowledge of music, not musicianship.) 
The occasional objection raised against 
achievement tests, that they are not nec-
essary since the regular class routine 
reveals all the teacher needs to know of 
the skill of the pupils, may be met with 
the argument that tests assist the teacher 
in his evaluation of pupil achievement. 
Indeed, if a teacher meets four to five 
hundred pupils a week, recourse to some 
form of group test is made practically im-
perative in forming a fair estimate of 
their accomplishments. • • • • 
Many 21 administrators have met the si tua.tion 
by applying such tests as are available, 
recognizing their limitations. Experience 
·in applying these capacity and attainment 
tests may lead in time to a clearer procedure 
in determining the more intangible values 
which are.the true objectives of music in-
struction. At any rate, the junior high 
school age is the time to discover differences 
in capacities, skills, and interests, and 
to organize instruction. accordingly. 
1/ Ibid., P• 105. 
~ Ibid., P• 53. 
"" 
School administrators are still somewhat lathe to allow 
testing time in the music program but unless such time is 
permitted, the program cannot improve through scientific 
studies, which are still too few in number. 
Since 1/exploration and guidance have been 
established as among the chief purposes of 
the junior high school, the music department 
should employ every legitimate means for 
carrying out this purpose. In the field of 
music, scientific, objective tests of 
musical ability and achievement are no 
less important than in other fields. 
C. REVIEW OF STANDARDIZED PUBLISHED TESTS 
Before building an instrument to measure musical 
achievement, it is advisable to study tests already con-
structed and on the market to determine the most common areas 
of testing and the methods used most successfully to present 
the tests. 
Since this study concerns musical achievement only, it 
seems unnecessary to include tests of musical aptitude, 
attainment, or appreciation. 
Be~h Standardized Music Tests ~ 
This test was among the real pioneers in the measurement 
of musical achievement. There are seven sub-tests. 
~ 1/ Ibid., P• 210. 
~ 'Frank A~ Beach, Beaeh Music Test, Bureau of Educational 
Measurements, Kansas State Teachers' College, Emporia, Kansas, 
19:39 .. 
8. 
. .. 
··~· , 
1. Knowledge of essential facts of musical notation. 
2. Ability to hear and distinguish the component parts 
~ of music, namely the elements of time and tune in 
isolated form and in melodies. 
3. Aural recognition of the structural elements in 
music fundamentally necessary for intelligent ap-
preciation. 
4. Pitch discrimination. 
5. Musical memory. 
6. Sight singing through indirect methods. 
7. The writing of musico 
The examiner would have to have a fairly good musical back-
ground to present the test. 
Providence Inventory Test in Music 11 
1. Naming notes. 
2. Placing 1' do" .. 
3. Naming note values. 
4. Naming key signatures. 
5. Naming measure signatures. 
6. Naming rest values. 
7. Naming syllables. 
8. Naming melodies. 
1/ Richard D. Allen, Walter H .. Butterfield and Marguerite 
Tully, Providence Inventory Tests 1n Music, Yonkers, New York: 
World Book Company, 1932. 
'9 .. 
9. Naming syllables - bass clef. 
10. Naming symbols. 
This test is for Grades 4-9. It is essentially a test of 
music training and should prove diagnostic. 
Kwalwasser-Ruch Test of Musical Accomplishment l/ 
This is a test of musical knowledge and measures the re-
sults of training8 The test checks the following items: 
1. Knowledge of musical terms and symbols. 
2.. Recognition of syllable names from notation. 
3. Detection of pitch errors in notation of a familiar 
melody. 
4. Knowledge of letter names of bass and treble clef. 
5. Knowledge of time signatures; knowledge of key 
signatures. 
6. Knowledge of note values. 
7. Recognition of familiar melodies from notation. 
The test is built for Grades 4-12 inclusive. 
Musical AChievement Test !/ 
The test has two forms, A and B. It measures the 
following abilities: 
1. Recognition of melodies played by the examiner. 
1/ Jacob Kwalwasser and G. M. Ruch, Kwalwasser-Ruch Test Q! 
!
Musical Accomplishment, Iowa City, Iowa: Bureau of Educational 
Research·and Service, State University of Iowa. 
~ Glenn Gildersleeve and Wayne Soper, Musical Achievemen~ 
Test, New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers* College, 
Columbia University·. · · 
10. 
2. Detecting changes in pitch, meter, key signature. 
3. Writing key signatures; locating 11 la11 in six 
different keys; use of accidentals; knowledge of 
note values; knowledge of time signatures; trans-
posing a phrase from G Clef to bass clef. 
4. Fifteen multiple response questions on general 
musical knowledge including history, harmony and 
' 
instruments .. 
5. Recognition of melodies from the notation. 
Any test measuring such advanced stages of music training as 
this one does certainly pertains to students at a more 
advanced level than those of the junior high school level. 
It also requires that the examiner be trained musically. 
Strouse Music ~ 11 
The Strouse Music Test was constructed for the purpose 
of ~roviding a pradtical musical achievement test·for use 
in the elementary schools, junior high schools and senior 
high schoolso The tests cover musical aptitude, knowledge, 
attainment, skill, and appreciation. There are two forms, 
A and B. 
1/ Catherine E. Strouse, Strouse Music ~7 Bureau of 
Educational Measurements, Kansas State Teachers' College, 
Emporia, Kansas, 1937. 
11. 
Knuth Achievement Tests in Music 11 
This tests two areas of music, recognition of certain 
4lb rhythmic and melodic aspects. It requires some training to 
administer, as it consists of several exercises played on 
the piano. 
II 
Hillbrand Sight Singing Test Ef 
This is a test of individual performance. It consists 
of six songs which the child is to study and sing at sight. 
The teacher records errors on a folder containing the songs. 
It is difficult to check in that it requires an examiner with 
musical ability and would be subjective in the light of 
varying ability on th~ part of the examiner to detect changes 
in pitch, rhythm, etc. 
From the few tests mentioned it is obvious to the reader 
that music still has a long road to travel before its testing 
program is a well-studied, thoroughly explored field. As 
Mursell Y declares: 
Our position is that existing tests may be 
very helpful; that their further develop-
ment is very desirable. 
J! William E. Knuth, Knuth Achievement Tests ~ Music, 
Educational Tests Bureau, Inc., Minneapolis, 1936. 
y E. V. Hillbrand, Hillbrand Sight Singing Test, Yonkers, 
New York: World Book Company, 1932. 
~ James L. Mursell and Mabelle Glenn, The Psychologz Q! 
School Music Teaching, New York: Silver Burdett Company, 
1931, p. 325. 
12. 
• 
Even though the tests described previously are mostly 
concerned with skills of music involving note-reading by the 
syllable method, the author still feels the need for an instru-
ment to use in her local teaching situation whioh would check 
all the points of instruction from the first through the 
ninth grades. With such a battery, it would be possible to 
build norms for the school system involved and provide a 
continuous program of diagnostic testing in the music depart-
ment. 
The author is fully aware of the controversy existing 
between the values of music appreciation versus those of 
skills. Since the teaching of skills, however, is still the 
backbone of the music education program in the public schools, 
it seems correct and necessary to provide measurement of the 
formal type on that basis. 
13. 
CHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEST 
CHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEST 
The first step in the construction of an achievement test 
of this type is an analysis of the curriculum to discover with 
some exactness what the elementary music program hopes to 
achieve before the students reach the junior high level and 
what the junior high school music program expects to accomplish 
before the students proceed to the high school. 
The following is a list of skills taken from the Music 11 
Outlines for the system for which the test was constructed. 
1. Ability to sing many rote songs. 
2. Ability to name adjacent scale positions. 
3. Ability to sing twenty steP-wise progressions and 
skips. 
4. A knowledge of the names and values of quarter, 
half, dotted half, and whole notes and quarter 
rest. 
6. Ability to sing a simple melody at sight. 
6. Ability to give syllable names to notation. 
7. Ability to place notes named on the staff. 
8. Ability to find 11 dou from the key signature. 
9. Ability to name the lines and spaces by letter. 
10. A knowledge of the theory of the staff, including 
single bar, double bar, G Clef, sharp, flat and 
hold. 
The above activities are typical of the skills to be expected 
at the end of the primary program, as proven by an informal 
survey of surrounding communities. 
1/ Ralph I. Schoonmaker, Music Outlines, Primary Grades, 
Medford Public Schools, Medford, Massachusetts, 1949, p. 52. 
14. 
Those skills taught in the middle grades are listed below, 
as found in the Manual l/of Suggestions for Teachers for the 
community for which the test was constructed. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
Knowledge of the theory of the staff• bar line, 
double-bar, G clef, names of the lines and spaces, 
key signature, time signature, notes and rests, 
tie, slur, hold, repeat marks, and the value of a 
. dot following a note. 
Ability to find 11 do 11 with sharps and flats. 
Ability to read notes automatically with under-
standing of syllabication and word. 
Ability to read chromatic tones found one half-
step above scale tone and chromatic tones found 
one half-step below scale tone. 
Ability to sing more difficult skips. 
Knowledge ~d understanding of the concept of 
Rhythm I ( .1), BffjF II ( .t~), Figure I (J. J), 
and ~hm IV ( ) and its modificatioll!!J i .. e., 
IVa ( ) , IVb (1f"l ) , and IV Modified ( J.~); 
in Simple Time, and RhY-thm I ( ~·), Rhythm II 
(,.l .1'), and Rhythm III ( ffi) in compound time. 
Sub~test A was based on the signs and symbols found in 
music books at the junior high school level. The test con-
sists merely of selecting one out of five possible choices 
and placing a cross through the chosen response. All of the 
items should have been presented at some grade prior to junior 
high soho~l, with the exception of the F clef, the 0 clef and 
the double chromatics. These should be taught as they occur 
at the junior high school level; the F clef as the boys' 
voices begin to mature, and the others as part of an apprecia-
tion program and instrumentally. 
~ Ralph I. Schoonmaker, Manual of Suggestions for Teachers, 
Medford Public Schools, Medford, Massachusetts, 1946, p. 96. 
15. 
'' - . 
Sub~test B is a matching exercise testing the recognition 
of note and rest values. _The student must select a definition 
from the right hand column to fit each sign in the left hand 
column. The~e are twenty items and twentywtwo possible re-
sponses, thus eliminating any possibility of guessing~ 
Since all of these items are very_necessary to the ability 
to read music accurately, they are taught in the primary 
grades and constantly reviewed throughout the music program. 
Sub-test C is based on a knowledge of Rhythms in Simple 
Time. The exercise is a combination of simple recall and 
multiple choice responses. 
The concept of the rhythms is essential to an under-
standing of the fraction values of notes and rests. The number 
of each rhythm tells the number of tones for every beat, and 
consequently, the number of notes which must be written to 
represent the tones. 
Sub-test D is closely related to Sub-Test C in that it 
tests knowledge of Rhythms in Compound Time. The form of re-
sponse is identical with that of Sub-test C and there should 
be a close relationship between scores on the two tests. 
Without a knowledge of the values of notes, reading from 
the staff could not be done with rhythm. It is imperative that 
the students not only know the values and underst~nd the 
concepts, but also have the ability to transfer knowledge of 
these values to the singing tone. Th~s applies especially 
to compound time rhythms, where the individual beat has three 
16. 
sections, as contrasted with the even divisors of two or four 
used in simple time. 
Sub~test E is an alternate response exercise testing 
knowledge of the time signature. The student has only to 
circle the letter 11 T11 or 11 F11 for each statement. 
The teaching of time signature and the meaning of its 
parts (i.e., the top number tells how many beats there are in 
a measure, and the lower number tells the kind of note which 
equals one beat) becomes necessary as soon as compound time is 
presentedo Up to that time the child understands that a 
quarter no.te is the usual beat unit. The new concept of a 
beat which is divided by thirds re~uires a complete review of 
simple time and a thorough teaching of compound time principles 
if the child is to understand the relation between the two. 
Sub-test F is a matching exercise similar to Sub-test B 
in response. 
breviations. 
It tests a knowledge of music dynamics and ab-
Since the ultimate goal in teaching singing is an 
appreciation and ability to interpret, all note songs should 
be taught with interpretation and expression •. Therefore, as 
soon as the class.has conquered t:tJ,t·mechanics and can sing 
with ease, using either the syllables or the words, the terms 
of expression should be presented. · These include letters, 
signs, words of softness, loudness, speed, etc., as well as 
the marks of accent or staccato. They should know that the 
author of the lyrics has his name placed at the upper left-
l7o 
hand corner of the music while the composer's name appears at 
the upper right-hand corner. Graham 1:.1 says: 
Terms of expression should be explained~ 
Interpretation depends on the t~acherts 
personality and musical feeling. 
Subetest G is a simple recall exercise based on the letter 
names of the lines and spaces. tlthough the knowledge of 
letter names is not essential to reading music by the method 
used in this community, the letter names are taught in the 
second grade and continued through the grades in an effort to 
ease the instrumental teaching program which initiates at the 
fourth grade., 
Sub-test His concerned with the process of locating 11 do 11 
when either sharps or flats are in the key signature. The 
simple method of calling the last sharp 11 ti 11 and counting up 
one place to "do, 11 or down every other place 11 ti-sol-mi-do" 
is taught to enable the students to find the key notes of the 
songs they are to si~g without requiring any previous knowledge 
of lines, spaces or key signatures. 
When flats are in the key signature, the last flat is 
called 11 fa. 11 If 11 fa 11 is on a line, 11 solu is in the space 
above, 11 mi 11 and 11 do 11 are in the spaces below.. If 11 fa 11 is in 
a space, 11 sol11 is on the line above, "mi 11 and 11 do 11 are on the 
lines below.. The next to the last flat is also on 11 do .. 11 
e Since the note-reading system.ttsedin the community is a 
1/ Percy Graham, Lesson Plans for ·Teaching Vocal Music, New 
York, Oliver· Durrell, Inc., 1949. 
.,';_ ..... ·· .. -~·.- -.... 
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movable 11 do 11 method, it is extremely important that the 
children understand and utilize the sharps and flats to locate 
•• ft, 
the keys in which their songs are written. 
In Sub-test I the functions of Sub-tests G and H are 
applied. The student must place a notehead on the line or 
space where 11 do 11 is found in each exercise and give the letter 
name for that line or space. 
The recognition of chromatic tones is tested in Sub-test 
J. Since the learning of chromatic tones found one-half step 
above or below the scale tones seems to be an intricate and 
painstaking lesson which students do not grasp readily, it 
requires constant review and practice, especially at the 
junior high school levelo 
When the classes begin singing in three and four part 
harmony, chromatic tones occur frequently. Since they are 
first introduced to the children in the middle grades, but do 
not occur too frequently in the music published for these 
grades, they are a practically new .teaching lesson in the 
seventh grade. 
Sub-test K is a note-reading test based on the recptsni- . 
tion of first lines of familiar songs. The songs chosen should 
be a part of every American child's repertoire. They include 
America, The Star Spangled Banner, America the Beautiful, 
Battle Hymn of the Republic, Marine's H:rmn, Sailing, Bicycle, 
Built for Two, and Dixia. 
The response required is to circle the correct title out 
., 
'· 
·of four choices to match each excerpt. 
Sub-test L calls for an exact study·of notes to detect 
pitch errors in familiar melodies. Three or four measures of 
each tune are written out with two pitch errors in each tune. 
Since accurate note-reading and the application of the funda~ 
mentals and skills tested in the previous sections of this 
test is the ultimate goal of such training, it is practical to 
assume that this exercise would be the.final step in music 
reading develo:pment. The detection of isolated notes misplaced 
on the staff requires that every note be named and sung in its· 
exact relationship to every other note in the song. 
The tunes selected were found in American :song anthologies 
used. at the junior high school leyel and therefore familiar 
to th~ students. 
The trial test was given the third. week of January on a 
total population of one hundred and fourteen children in the 
ninth grade. The divisions tested included two very bright 
groups, two average ability classes, and two dull classes. 
The test was given in only one building but since the pnpula-
tion of the school is drawn from varying socio-economic 
sections of the city, a good cross-section was available. The 
students tested were a more or less random sampling with 
widely ranging abilities and experiences in music. In this 
way a fairly representative picture of the value of the total 
music program in the schools could be ascertained .. 
20.; 
The test was administered in two sittings, Sub-tests A, 
B, C, D, E and F in the first period and Sub-tests G, H, I, J, 
K and L in the final period. The highest possible total was 
the score 216. The highest attainer reached the score 209. 
She is a person who has had six years of private piano lessons 
outside of school. A majority of the high attainers have, in 
fact, had outside training in music. For this reason a 
separate set of norms must be drawn up for students who have 
studied privately, based on the number of years they have 
stuaied. 
The low score for the trial test was 34. The student who 
received this score is a low achiever in all school subjects, 
and might be expected to rate poorly in a survey test of this 
type. 
21. 
CHAPTER III 
THE ANALYSIS OF DATA 
• 
Error squared for each item. The final step comprised the 
computation of the Standard Error of the difference and the 
Critical Ratio for each item. 
Mills Y states: 
If a given difference between hypothetical and 
observed values would occur as a result of chance 
only one time out of one hundred, or less fre~ 
quently, we may say that the difference is 
significant. This means that the results are 
not consistent with the hypothesis we have set 
up. If the discrepancy between theory and 
observation might occur more frequently than 
one time out of one hundred solely because of 
the play of chance, we may say the difference is 
not 'clearly significant.• The results are not 
inconsistent with the hypothesiso The value of 
T (the difference between the hypothetical value 
and the observed mean in units of the standard 
error of the mean) corresponding to a proba-
bility of 1/100 is 2.576. One hundredth part 
of the area under a normal curve lies at a 
distance from the mean, on the axis, of 2.576 
standard deviations or more. Accordingly tests 
of significance may be applied with direct 
reference to T interpreted as a normal deviate, 
(i.e., as a deviation from the mean of a normal 
distribution expressed in units of standard 
deviation). A value ofT of 2.5?6 or more 
indicates a significant difference, while a 
value of less than 2.576 indicates that the re-
sults are not inconsistent with the hypothesis 
in question .. 
In the light of the above information, any item with a 
Critical Ratio of 2.576 or better was interpreted as sta-
tistically significant and a valid test item. Tables 1 to 12 
show the results of the i t_em analysis arranged by sub-tests. 
l/ Frederick C. Mills, Statistical Methods (revised), New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1938, p. 471. 
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Individual Item Analysis Sub-Teet B 
-
Number of Percentage of Diff.% S.E. C.R. 
Items Correct Resyonses Diff." 
-High Third Low Third 
Pupils Pupils 
2. 82 36 46 .. 0996 4.618 
3. 100 89 11 .0537 2.048 
4. 97 68 27 .0809 3.584 
5., 71 29 42 .1046 4.015 
6. 97' 53 44 .0857 5.134 
7. 97 61 36 .0838 4 .. 295 
a. 71 11 60 .. 0898 6.792 
9. 89 71 18 .0898 2.004 
10. 76 36 40 .. 1041 3.836 
11. 76 21 55 .0954 5.534 
12 .. 97 61 36 .. 0838 4.152 
13 .. 95 32 63 .0836 7.535 
14 .• 76 18 58 .0877 6.613 
15. 92 42 50 .0913 5.476 
16. 74 26 48 .1004 4.781 
17 .. 76 8 68 .0818 8.311 
18. 79 26 53 .0969 5.406 
19. 74 8 66 .0835 7.904 
e 20. 61 13 48 .0962 4.989 
Items 3 and 9 are not statistically significant and should be 
dropped from the final form of the test. 
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TABLE III 
Individual Item Analysis Bub-Test c 
e 
Number of Percentage of Diff~% S.E~ C.R. 
Items Correct Responses Diff.% 
-
High Third Low Third 
Pupils Pupils 
2a. 97 76 21 .0744 2.836 
b .. 74 53 21 .1077 1.949 
c. 82 50 32 .1020 3.137 
d. 84 42 42 .0994 4.225 
3a. 87 58 29 .0823 3.023 
b. 58 18 40 .1012 3.952 
c. 71 29 42 .1046 4.015 
d. 53 21 32 .1044 3.065 
4a.. 82 45 37 .1020 3.627 
b. 61 21 40 .1029 3.887 
c. 74 26 48 .1004 4.780 
d~ 68 24 44 .1026 4.288 
5. 47 ll '36 .0957 3.761 
All items are statistically significant except 2b. Since it 
e comes·as p~rt of a series it should be included but in a ' different :form. 
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TABLE IV 
Individual Item Analysis Sub-Test D 
Number of Percentage of Diff.% s.E. C.R. 
Items Correct Response Diff .. % 
High Third Low Third 
Pupils Pupils 
la. 58 34 21 .1110 2.162 
b. 66 18 48 .6984 4.878 
c .. 61 26 35 .1064 3.280 
2a. 76 42 34 .. 1056 3.219 
b. 55 24 31 .1064 2~913 
o .. 26 8 18 .0835 2.155 
d. 55 0 55 .0812 6 .. 773 
3a. 68 37 31 .1080 2.870 
b .. 29 13 16 .0922 1 .. 735 
c. 45 24 21 .1064 1.973 
-
• d. 42 16 26 .0994 2.615 
4. 79 42 37 ..1037 3.567 
5. 87 58 29 .0820 3.538 
Items la, 2o, 3b and 3o are not statistically significant to 
e the point 2.576 and should be discarded from the final form of 
the test .. 
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TABLE V 
Individual Item Analysis Sub-Test E 
e 
Number of Percentage of Diff.,% S.E .. C.R. 
Items Correct Response Diff.,% 
-
High Third Low Third 
Pupils Pupils 
1. 89 79 10 .0832 1.177 
2 .. 55 63 -8 ___ ......, 
3 .. 53 29 24 .1097 2.187 
4. 79 42 37 .1037 3.567 
5. 95 53 42 .0937 4.482 
. 
6. 92 55 37 91459 4 .. 061 
7. 74 53 21 .1077 1.949 
8. 92 53 39 .0921 4.234 
9. 61 53 8 .1131 ..707 
10. 66 39 27 .1103 2.447 
11. 55 24 31 .1064 2.913 
12. 92 55 37 .0921 4.017 
Item 2 pro.ved to be a freak question where the percentage of 
the low third was higher than that of the high third. Items l, 
2,3,7,9 and 10 are statistically insignificant. The fact that 
the form of the test was an alternate response of true-false 
e type which allows a high percentage of guessing may be the 
cause for half the items proving of no statistic value. 
. 
I 
I 
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TABLE VI 
Individual Item Analysis Sub-Test F 
I 
e !Number of Percentage of Diff.% S .. E. C.R. Items Correct Res~onses Diff.~ 
-High Third Low Third 
Pupils Pupils 
2. 66 16 50 .0970 5.154 
3. 16 21 
-5 .... --.... 
____ ,_ 
4. 45 8 37 .0921 4.017 
5. 71 13 58 .0922 6.290 
6. 24 8 16 .0818 1.'955 
7. ll 8 3 .0658 4.558 
a. 76 ll 65 .0858 7.575 
9 .. 63 21 42 .1021 4.116 
10. 13 5 8 .0651 1.228 
11 ... 68 16 52 .0941 5.526 
12. 24 13 11 .0883 1.245 
13. 34 8 26 .0886 2.934 
14. 18 5 13 .0711 1.828 
15. 21 8 13 ..0793 1.639 
16. 42 8 34 .0913 3.722 
17 .. 55 13 42 .0979 4.290 
18 .. 71 8 63 .,0880 7.325 
19. 47 8 39 .0921 4.234 
e 20. 39 11 28 .0909 3.080 
~11 items are significant with the exception of numbers 3, 6, 
10, 12, 14 and 15. 
I I 
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TABLE VII 
Individual Item Analysis Sub~Test G Part I 
-
Number of Percentage of Diff.% S .. E. C.R. 
Items Correct Res~onses Diff.~ 
-High Third Low Third 
Pupils Pupils 
2 .. 100 71 29 .0759 3,.820 
3. 100 68 32 .0778 4.100 
4. 100 66 34 .0778 4.314 
5. 100 63 37 .0798 4.636 
6. 100 55 45 .0826 5.447 
7. 100 58 42 .0817 5.140 
8. 100 61 39 .0808 4.826 
9. 97 55 42 .0857 4.900 
10. 100 61 39 .0808 4.826 
11. 100 55 45 .0826 5.447 
12. 100 53 47 .0827 5.683 
I 
13. 97 68 29 .0809 3.584 
I 14. 97 58 39 .. 0847 4.604 
15. .100 66 34 .0788 4.314 
16. 74 24 50 .0990 5.050 
17. 97 55 42 .0857 4.900 
18. 100 47 53 .0827 6.408 
e 19 .. 100 47 53 .0827 6.408 
20. 68 8 60 .0878 6.$33 
All items are statistically significant. 
I 
I 
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TABLE VIII 
Individual Item Analysis Sub-Test G Part II 
Number of Percentage of Diff;;% S .. E. C.R .. 
Items CQr~~ct R§s~onses Diff.1f 
e High Third Low Third Pupils Pupils 
22. 100 66 34 .0788 4.314 
23. 100 74 26 o0730 3.561 
24. 100 61 39 .0808 4~826 
25. 100 61 39 .. 0808 4.826 
2p. 100 55 45 .0826 5.447 
27. 100 68 32 .0778 4.113 
28. 100 53 47 .0827 5.683 
29. 100 55 45 .0826 5.447 
30 .. 100 55 45 .0826 5.447 
31. 100 63 37 .0797 4.766 
32. 100 53 47 .0827 5.683 
33. 79 34 45 .1014 4.437 
34. 100 61 39 .0808 4.826 
35. 100 53 47 .0827 5.683 
36. 100 42 58 .0817 7.099 
37. 100 58 42 .0817 5.140 
38. 97 50 47 .. 0857 5.367 
39. 97 42 55 .0847 6.493 
40;. 74 24 50 .0990 5.050 
41. 97 42 55 .0847 6.493 
42 .. 68 16 52 .0962 5.405 
All items are statistically significant. 
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TABLE IX 
Individual Item Analysis Sub-Test H 
Number of Percentage of Diff.% S.E. C.R. 
Items Correct ResEonses Diff .. ~ 
-High Third Low Third 
Pupils Pupils 
2. 92 39 53 .0904 5.862 
3 .. 92 53 39 .0921 4.234 
4. 79 21 58 .0933 6 .. 216 
5. 97 55 42 .0857 :4-900 
6. 95 47 48 .. 0937 5.137 
7. 92 26 66 .0835 7.904 
8 .. 92 55 37 .. 0921 4.017 
9 .. 97 31 66 .0800 8.250 
10. 97 42 55 .. 0847 6.493 
11. 95 42 53 .. 0873 6.071 
12. 97 50 47 .0857 5.367 
13. 92 42 50 .0913 5.465 
14. 89 37 52 .. 0931 5.510 
15. 95 39 56 .0864 6.481 
16. 100 55, 45 .. 0826 5.447 
17. 97 55 42 .0857 4~900 
18. 89 53 36 .0957 3.7618 
19. 92 16 76 .0736 10.312 
20 .. 92 63 29 .0895 3.240 
21. 79 26 53 .0968 5.469 
All items are statistically significant. 
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TABLE X 
Individual Item Analysis Sub-Test I 
e 
Number of Percentage of Diff.,% S.E. C.R. 
Items Correct Responses Diff.% 
-
High Third Low Third 
Pupils Pupils 
2 .. 95 61 34 .0864 3.935 
3. 45 16 29 .1002 2.896 
4. 50 11 39 .095.6 4 .. 079 
5. 100 61 39 .0808 4 .. 826 
6. 100 63 37 .0798 4.636 
7 .. 97 61 36 .0838 4.295 
8 .. 50 13 37 .0979 3.779 
9. 89 55 34 .0957 3.552 
11a. 87 29 58 .0904 6.415 
b. 84 36 48 .0978 4 .. 907 
12a. 92 24 68 .0818 8.312 
b. 92 29 63 .0860 7.558 
13a .. 87 18 69 .0843 8 •. 185 
b .. 89 24 65 .0858 7.575 
14a. 92 24 68 .0818 8.312 
b. 92 21 71 .0793 8.953 
15a. 92 26 66 .0835 7 .. 904 
b. 89 29 60 ..0898 6.581 
16a. 82 11 71 .. 0802 8.852 
b. 87 13 74 .0777 9.523 
17a .. 87 18 69 .0828 8,333 
b. 92 26 66 .0835 7.904 
18a. 89 18 71 .. 0802 8.852 
b. 92 18 74 .0760 9.736 
All items are statistically significant and in comparison with 
the desired criterion of 2.576 are unusually high~ 
-
I 
I 
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TABLE XI 
Individual Item Analysis Sub---Test J 
e Number of Percentage of Diff~% B. E. C.R. Items Correct Res~onses Diff.~ 
-High Third Low Third 
Pupils Pupils 
lb. 95 50 45 .0882 5.102 
c .. 36 24 12 .1041 1.152 
2a. 63 18 45 .0996 4.518 
b. 24 18 6 .0927 .647 
c. 47 13 34 .0979 3.472 
3a. 50 5 45 .0882 5.102 
b. 58 5 53 .0873 6.071 
c. 47 3 44 .0857 5.141 
4a .. 39 3 36 .0838 4.295 
b. 26 3 23 .0763 3.014 
c. 26 0 26 .0730 3.561 
5a. 55 5 50 .0882 5.668 
b. 42 3 39 ..,0847 4.60.4 
c. 21 0 21 .0681 3.083 
6a. 18 3 15 .0680 2.205 
b. 21 3 18 .0716 2.541 
c. 21 3 18 .0716 2.541 
?a. 36 3 33 .0828 3.985 
e b. 29 5 24 .0818 2.933 
c. 24 5 19 .0773 2.457 
Items lc, 2b, 6a, b, c and 7c are insi~nificant .. 
I 
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TABLE XII 
Individual Item Analysis Sub-Test K 
Number of Percentage of Diff.% S.E. C.R. 
Items Correct Responses Diff.% 
-
High Third Low Third 
Pupils Pupils 
1. 87 82 5 .0828 .603 
2. 61 45 16 .1131 1.414 
3. 61 32 29 .1096 2.645 
4. 82 39 43 .. 1004 4.282 
I 5. 89 50 39 .0957 4.075 
6. 68 18 50 .0980 5.102 
7. 76 5 71 .0773 9.184 
8. 79 39 40 .1029 3.887 
Items 1 and 2 are not statistically significant. The others 
are fairly high in significance. 
·-
\I, 
'I 
I 
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TABLE XIII 
Individual Item Analysis Sub-Test L 
Number of Percentage of Diff .. % S.E. C.R .. 
-
Items Corregt Res~QnSe§ D1ffa~ 
-High Third Low Third 
Pupils Pupils 
la. 24 8 16 .0818 1 .. 955 
b .. 29 11 18 .0898 2.004 
2a .. 76 47 29 .1064 1.785 
b. 42 18 24 .1012 2.371 
3a. 42 8 34 .0913 3.723 
b. 45 11 34 .0957 3.552 
4a. 39 13 26 .0962 2 .. 702 
b. 36 11 25 .. 0931 2.685 
5a. 29 18 ll .0965 1.,139 
b .. 34 13 21 .0946 2.219 
6a. 18 8 10 .0760 1.315 
b. 24 11 13 .0858 1.515 
7a. 21 11 10 .0834 1.199 
b. 21 11 10 .0834 1.199 
8a. 24 8 16 .0830 1.928 
b. 29 13 16 .0922 1.735 
Since all the items in the above test, with the exception of 
2 and 3, are statistically insignificant, the test will be re-
)written in the final draft. The statistics show that the items 
-/- were too difficult for the majority of the pupils. Accordingly, ·the required response for the pupil will be that of locating 
· an entire measure which has been musically mispelled rather 
than an isolated note in a familiar melody. 
II 
II 
The refined test was given to two hundred and seventy-
seven pupils in the ninth grade of a suburban city the third 
week of April, 1952. The schools tested were in different 
sections of the city, thus offering a wide cross-section of 
the population both in socio-economic conditions and in 
school background. Three junior high sChool teachers are 
represented in the total number of tests, also. 
Since the test was built for purposes of inventory, the 
analysis of data will naturally center around the amount of 
achievement of each item tested. It was first considered 
desirable, however, to get an overall picture of the total 
scores in relation to possible scores. 
37.· 
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e- TABlE XIV 
Distribution of Soores in Relation to Possible Soores 
Test s·oores Girls Boys Total 
124-120 0 2 2 
116-119 3 1 4 
110-114 3 2 6 
105-109 8 6 13 
100-104 8 6 13 
95 .... 99 10 6 16 
90 ... 94 8 6 14 
85-89 6 4 9 
80-84 7 5 12 
75-79 12" 8 20 
70-74 9 5 14 
65-69 11 3 14 
60-64 9 14 23 
55-59 6 12 17 
50 ... 54 3 7 10 
45-49 6 14 20 
4«»-44 6 5 11 
.35-39 2 12 14 
30-34 4 13 17 
25-29 11 3 14 
20-24 3 6 9 
15-19 0 5 5 
... lG-14 0 1 1 
Mean 71.30 60.10 66.40 
S. D. 26.05 26$65 27.70 
e 
The mean score 66e40 fell at a point approximately in 
the middle of the total score of 127. The highest attained 
~ score on the test was 124, while the lowest attained score 
was 12. A total of sixty-seven pupils or 24.18% of the 
entire group attained a score of ninety or better.. Sixty 
tests or 21 .. 66% of the group fell below forty. The one 
hundred and fifty remaining oases or 54.15% attained scores 
ranging from forty to eighty-nine. 
The mean score for girls was 71.30; the mean score for 
boys was 60.10.. The standard deviation for each group was 
as follows: Girls 1 - 26~05; Boys' - 26~55, total group ~ 
27.70. 
The overall picture of the test scores is somewhat lower 
than should be expected in a community where music is a re-
quired subject in the curriculum throughout the first nine 
grades. The entrance of pupils from other communities is one 
deterring factor, but hardly enough to account for 75.86% 
of the total population tested falling below the score of 
ninety., 
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TABLE XV 
Sub-Test Range of Scores 
TEST ONE - MUSIC SIGNS AND SYMBOLS 
Test Scores Girls Boys Total 
10 34 24 ._ 58 
9 23 19 42 
8 31 32 63 
7 21 20 41 
6 12 22 34 
5 8 18 26 
4 1 4 5 
3 2 4 6 
2 1 0 1 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
Median 8 8 8 
The medians run high on this test, as they should. The 
contents of the test covered material taught in the primary 
grades and reviewed as basic knowledge to music reading from 
that time on~ One hundred and sixty-three children or 58.84% 
of the group attained scores of eight or higher, indicating 
the knowledge to be well within reach of over half the group 
with no particular challenge. A fairly even scatter of scores 
falls below the median, even to two oases at zero, thus giving 
an indication that the test fits the needs of the total group. 
40. 
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TABLE XVI 
Sub-Test Range of Scores 
-
TEST TWO - RECOGNITION OF NOTES AND RESTS 
Test Score Girls Boys Total 
15 6 6 12 
14 2 4 6 
13 8 4 12 
12 3 5 8 
11 6 8 14 
10 10 9 19 
9 11 8 19 
8 11 10 21 
7 .13 9 22 
6 4 14 18 
5 9 6 15 
4 16 15 31 
3 10 8 18 
2 9 22 31 
1 10 10 20 
0 5 6 11 
Median 7 6 6 
The median scores run relatively low as shown in Table 
XVI. As this test was a matching tyPe of response, with the 
possibilities of guessing eliminated as much as possible, 
the scores should represent a true picture of knowledge. 
The scatter of scores is very even, with eleven cases having 
the score of zero, eighteen oases having the median score of 
six, and twelve oases attaining the total of twelve. The 
girls' median was seven, the boys' six, that for the total 
group six. One hundred and forty-three oases or 51.52% at-
e 
tained scores above the median. For half the group, the 
test offered little challenge. 
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TABLE XVII 
e Sub-Test Range of Scores 
TEST THREE ~ TIME SIGNATURE 
Test Score Girls Boys Total 
10 2 3 5 
9 14 12 26 
8 23 17 40 
7 26 22 48 
6 26 20 46 
5 17 33 50 
4 10 19. 29 
3 12 10 22 
2 2 5 7 
1 0 3 3 
0 1 0 1 
Median 6.5. 6 6.5 
Table XVII shows that the mean score for the total popu-
lation tested was 6.5; a fairly good score in relation to the 
possible score of 10. Only sixty-two cases or 22.~8% fell 
below the score five. Again, as in Table XVI, :the median 
for the girls was slightly higher than for the boys. 
e 
TABLE XVIII 
Sub-Test Range of Scores 
TEST FOUR ..,. RHYTHMS IN SIMPLE AND OOMPOUND TIME 
Test Score Girls Boys Total 
7 10 7 17 
6 15 10 25 
5 28 24 52 
4 28 28 56 
3 30 24 54 
2 ll 33 44 
1 9 14 23 
0 2 4 6 
Median 4 3 4 
Table XVIII reveals the median of four out of a possible 
seven in knowledge pertaining to rhythms in simple ;and com-
pound time. As in previous tables, the median for the girls 
is higher than that for the boys~ An examination of the 
table shows a good scatter in range, proving that the test 
~· met the meeds of all the population tested. 
I 
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TABLE XIX 
e 
Bub-Test Range of Scores 
TEST FIVE - MUSICAL ABBREVIATIONS AND SIGNS 
Test Score Girls Bo;y:s Total 
. 12 1 5 6 
11 12 2 14 
10 12 5 17 
9 7 7 14 
8 11 5 16 
7 5 7 12 
6 8 11 19 
5 13 6 19 
4 4 8 12 
3 15 13 28 
2 22 25 47 
1 14 28 42 
0 9 22 31 
Median 5 2 3 
The median scores for Table XIX are low in relation to 
the possible achievement of twelve. The girls' mode was five 
while the boys 1 was only two; the total group had a mode of 
three. The contents of this test were signs and symbols of 
speed, dynamic level or other interpretative media. They 
are not taught as isolated facts, but only as they appear in 
the singing situation, and theref~ore are never drilled or 
stressed out of the staff environment. There is a wide 
scatter of range in scores; however, it is interesting to note 
e 
1that one hundred and twenty oases or 43.32% fell below the 
1median of three. The test, although meeting the needs of the 
·tatal group, appears difficult for the maJority of students, 
especially those without outside training in musio. 
I 
I 
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e TABLE XX 
Sub~Test Range of Scores 
TEST SIX - LETTER NAMES ON THE STAFF 
Test Score Girls Boys Total 
20 35 25 60 
19 11 12 23 
18 12 8 20 
17 14 15 29 
16 4 3 7 
15 1 3 4 
14 3 3 6 
13 1 2 3 
12 2 1 3 
11 4 0 4 
10 3 5 8 
9 6 5 11 
8 4 3 7 
,7 1 1 2 
6 0 5 5 
5 4 3 7 
4 1 6 7 
3 2 4 6 
2 2 4 6 
1 3 7 1 0 
0 20 29 49 
Median 17 12 16 
e 
I 
Table XX shows a very high median of sixteen out of a 
possible twenty. The girls' median was 17; the boys' was 
twelve. One hundred thirty~nine cases, or 50.28% of the 
group scored sixteen or above. 21.29% of the group, fifty-
nine students, scored one or zero. The remaining scores 
are well scattered. This table thus reveals that the 
knowledge required to name lines or spaces in the staff is 
a definite skill and requires accurate practice and drill. 
In the scoring of the tests, it was interesting to note 
that the majority of papers from one particular school 
tested, failed to receive good scores because the lines and 
spaces were named from the top down rather than from the 
bottom up. This would appear to be a definite teaching 
point and one requiring greater stress in teaching lines 
and spaces. Since the community for which the test was 
constructed requires the teaching of alphabet names for the 
staff to facilitate the instrumental program initiating at 
the fourth grade level, this particular skill should be 
traced back to the third grade and corrected from that grade 
on. 
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TABLE XXI 
e Sub-Test Range of ·scores 
TEST SEVEN - FINDING "DOll WITH SHARPS AND FLATS 
Test Score Girls Boys Total 
17 9 10 19 
16 13 9 22 
15 11 16 27 
14 8 6 14 
13 7 5 12 
12 11 7 18 
11 9 8 17 
10 11 6 17 
\ 
9 6 9 15 
8 6 13 19 
7 6 10 16 
6 10 11 21 
5 11 8 19 
4 2 8 10 
3 3 6 9 
2 4 3 7 
1 4 3 7 
0 2 6 8 
Median 11 9 10 
As in previous tables the median for the girls' was 
oigher than that for the boys•. The mode for the total group 
was ten out of a possible seventeen. There is a wide scatter 
of scores on the test, thus revealing that the test meets the 
peed for all the students. 
e 
TABLE XXII 
Sub-Test Range of Scores 
TEST EIGHT ~ FINDING THE KEY BY LETTER NAME 
Test Score Girls Boys Total 
11 22 16 38 
10 16 13 29 
9 10 10 20 
8 7 5 12 
7 10 5 15 
6 6 6 11 
5 5 7 12 
4 7 9 16 
3 12 7 19 
2 8 13 21 
1 3 19 22 
0 27 35 62 
Median 6 3 4 
Table XXII shows a rather low median score of four in a 
test of finding the key by using letter names. There should 
be a close relationship between Tests Six, Seven and Eight an 
individual papers, as Test Eight applies the techniques of 
Six and Seven in one process. One hundred. and twenty-four 
cases, or 44.76%, fell below the median, with sixty-two cases 
at zero. 
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TABLE XXIII 
Su~Teat Range of Scores 
TEST NINE - RECOGNITION OF CHROMATIC TONES 
Teat Score Girls Boys Total 
10 23 16 39 
9 4 10 14 
8 13 8 21 
7 13 7 20 
6 13 8 21 
5 11 8 19 
4 13 6 19 
3 2 8 10 
2 7 14 21 
.J. 4 6 10 
0 30 53 83 
Median 5 2 4 
Table XXIII shows the results of testing knowledge of 
chromatic tones in music reading by the syllable method. The 
total median was four out of a possible ten. The girls' 
registered at five while the boys' median was two. Eighty-
three oases, or 29.96%, soared zero. This technique would 
appear to be one of the greater weaknesses of the music 
~ program in the community tested. 
49. 
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TABLE XXIV 
Sub-Test Range of Scores 
TEST TEN---DETECTION OF PITCH ERRORS 
Test Score Girls Boys Total 
9 3 2 5 
a,;· 3 5 a 
7 10 a 19 
6 11 9 20 
5 7 10 17 
4 12 11 23 
3 22 23 45 
2 29 30 59 
1 19 21 40 
0 19 25· 43 
Median 3 2 2 
The recognition of pitch errors in two familiar melodies 
was the test on which Table XXIV is built. Since ease in 
sight singing is the ultimate goal of any vocal program, the 
function required in this test should prove a simple one; 
ho'tfever, the total population scored a low median of two 
out of nine. Again the median for the girls was slightly 
-
above that of the boys. 
' 
'"'-
TABLE XXV 
Sub-Test Range of Scores 
TEST ELEVEN - RECOGNITION OF FAMILIAR TONES 
Test Score Girls Boys Total 
6 28 l? 45 
5 23 17 40 
4 18 26 44 
3 20 24 44 
2 19 22 41 
l 20 28 48 
0 5 10 15 
I 
Median 4 3 3 
Table XXV reveals the scores of students on a multiple-
choice test of recognition of familiar tunes. The skill 
required in this test, as in Test Ten, was that of accurate 
note reading and musical memory. Again the median was lower 
than the extensi~e music program in the community warranted, 
that of three out of a possible six. 53.42%, or one hundred 
forty.eight oases, fell at the median or lower. 
DOS~on U~)\ersl~Y 
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In the preoeeding table it is interesting to note that 
the median for the group is 83.9, 17o6 points higher than that 
for the total population tested. As in the range of scores 
on the sub-tests~ the girls' median runs slightly higher than 
that for the boys: 85.0 against 82.8~ The range of scores 
for pupils having outside training is almost as wide as for 
the total population; the high soore for the test, 124, being 
the high soore for the special group also and the low soore 
for the test, 12, being only twelve points lower than the 
bottom for the special group, 24-
The percentage studying musio outside of school is 
35.94% of the total, or ninety-nine out of two hundred and 
seventy-seven students. Of this group, twelve students have 
studied more than one instrument. 
Four years of study appears to be the most common for 
the ninth grade level, with twenty-six oases or 23.43% of 
the group having taken lessons. The columns for three years 
and less than one year tie for second plaoe with eighteen 
oases eaoh or a total of 32.43% in all. 
Piano was the most popular instrument studied, sixty-
seven students, 60.36%, of the group having taken lessons. 
Twelve students have studied clarinet and all the other in~ 
~ struments listed range from nine oases on oornet down to 
one oase on several instruments. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
3» The total battery is difficult for the majority of 
the students but appears to cover the needs of the 
total population tested. It is definitely chal-
lenging to the bright and musically talented 
students, yet each sub-test contains items easy 
enough for the majority to attaino 
The·refined form of the test was given in April, 1952 to 
two hundred and seventy-seven pupils in the ninth grade in a 
metropolitan city. This battery contains eleven sub-tests 
using the material which the item analysis determined to be 
pertinent and discriminating~ The data obtained in regard to 
spread of scores and group medians is as follows: 
1. The spread of scores for the total group was from · 
one hundred and twenty-four to twelve, a difference 
of one hundred and twelve points. The mean for the 
group was 66p40, the standard deviation 27470. The 
one hundred and thirty-three girls tested ranged in 
score from one hundred and seventeen to twenty-five, 
eighty-two points difference. The mean was 71 .. 30 7 
the standard deviation 26.05~ The one hundred and 
forty-four boys tested ranged from one hundred and 
twenty-four to twelve, the overall spread for the 
total groupo The mean was 60~10, the standard de~ 
vi at ion 26. 55. 
2. Tables XV through XXV reveal the sub-test range of 
scores on each test. In every case the median score 
55. 
3. 
for the girls tested was higher than that for the 
boys tested, with the exception of Table XV, Test I, 
which was a tie. Most of the median scores run lower 
than would be expected in a community Where music is 
a required subject for nine grades. 
The effect of study outside of the classroom situa-
tion on the results of the test is shown in Table 
XXVI. Twelve different instruments are recorded as 
having been studied and ninety-nine oases of the two 
hundred and seventy-seven have taken lessons at 
various times~ The range of time of study is from 
nine years to as short a time as two weeks. The 
median amount of time is four years. Piano was the 
instrument having the greatest popularity with 60.36% 
of the group having studied it. The median scores 
for the group were as follows: Girls - 85 •. 0; Boys ... 
82.8; Total - 83.9. The group having outside study 
averages a median 17.5 points higher than that of the 
total population tested9 
The results of the test show conclusively that certain 
knowledges and skills are not being successfully taught to the 
majority of the school population. A study of individual test 
papers reveals the greatest weaknesses to be in the areas of 
naming chromatic tones and of identifying songs by note-reading. 
The skill of finding the key, or "do, 11 is also a weak point. 
50: •. 
It is the author's hope that, through the data revealed in 
this study, the music department of the school system in the 
community for which the battery was constructed will be able 
to strengthen its presentation and turn out students better 
able to enjoy and appreciate good music th~ugh a sounder 
knowledge and background in the fundamentals. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. The test should be tried out with a larger number of 
children chosen from areas other than the one used in 
this study. Comparisons should be made between test re-
sults to reveal weaknesses and strengths in the teaChing 
methods of note-reading used in~rious communities. 
2. The test should be administered to Grades 6, 7, 8, and 
possibly 10, to determine the norms for the junior high 
school level, and also to measure retention beyond the 
sixth grade where formal supervised music changes to a 
class-room chorus situation with larger groups. 
3. An investigation of outside listening and appreciation 
should be conducted with the same students to discover 
the extent such activities influence the test scores. 
4. The battery should be administered in the same buildings 
at approximately the same time for the next two or three 
years to obtain results from succeeding classes. In this 
way accurate standards oan be set up for the system and 
teaching methods improved. 
5. It would be interesting to conduct a study of the students 
upon their graduation from high school, three years hence, 
to compare results with their present interests and 
abilities. 
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APPENDIX A 
ORIGINAL TEST 
MUSIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
* 
GRADE 9 
HOBBS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
• 
DIVISION •• ••••••••• ~~ ••••••••• .. HOMER.OOM ...... ................... . 
ADDRESS • ......................................... o ••••••••••••• 
BIRTHDATE • · · • • • • · • ( mon tn' · • · · · · · .· · · ( aa.y.' · · · · · · · · · ( Y.ear} · · · · · · • 
JLctlC 1rC>t1Fl ~f3~ 13IR~HDJl)[ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 ••• 
HAVE YOU STUDIED MUSIC OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL? ••.••••••.•••.•••••••• 
IF SO, HOW LONG? .••• ~ •••.•••••••••••• WBAT INSTRUMENTS? •••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••• •• 
DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE * FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
I 
TEST NAME OF TEST .t'~B8R.i ·"; SCORE 
A Elementary Music Symbols 14 
B Recognition of notes and rests 19 
c Rhythms in Simple Time 13 
D Rhythms in Compound Time 13 
E Time Signature 12 
F Music Dynamics and Abbreviations 19 
G Letter Names on the Staff 40 
H Finding 11 do 11 with Sharps and Flats 20 
I Finding the Letter Name of the Key 24 
J Recognition of Chromatic Tones 20 
K Recognition of Familiar Melodies 8 
L Detection of Pitch Errors-Note Reading 16 
TOTALS (Highest Possible 218) 
- . - - DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS GIVEN - - -
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• 
SUB-TEST A -- ELEMENTARY MUSIC SYMBOLS 
Directions: Plaoe a oross (x) through the picture wh1oh best 
desoribes_eaoh item. The first example is done 
oorreotly. 
64. 
1. A whole note - - - - - - - - - - a) J b) J o)P(a>f. 
a) ~hl J c)~ d)M 
e)._.. 
2. The G olaf - - - - - - - - - - -
3. The musical staff - - - - - - - - a) ~ b)~: :llo) 9: d) 9 e) ~ 
4. A sharp - - - - - - - - - - - ..... - a)bv b):#= o)j.( d) b e) 9 
5. The bass olef - - - - - - - - - - a)~ b)~)\\'{ d) <.Y e) =tF 
6. A oanoel - - - - - - - - - --- a):fi:. b) b o)* d)bbe) q 
?. A hold - - - - - - - - - - a)l\~ :~b)(,\ o) J d) A e) P 
8. The C olef - - - - - - - - - - - a) ~ b ) =It= o ) \~ d) \7 e ) 9 : 
9~ A flat - - - - - - - - - - - - -
10. 
11 .. The double sharp- - - -- - - - a)* b)bb o)=t:F d) 9 e) P 
12. A simple time signature - - - - - a)l' b) ~ o) ~ d) b e)#-
4 ~ lo :3 ~ 
13. A waltz tempo - - - - - - - - - - a) 4 b ) 4- o) <t d) 4- e ) a.. 
14~ The first syllable of the soale - a) so\ b )I"\\ o )~ d) '(e. e) do 
s 1 .3 ~ J.. 
15. A compound time signature - - - - a) 4 b)~ o)4 d) 9 e)+ 
SCORE ••••• 
STOP * * DO NOT TURN PAGE 
• 
SUB-TEST B -- RECOGNITION OF NOTES AND RESTS 
Directions: Place the letter which describes each numbered 
item on the line beside the number~ Cross off 
eaoh letter as you use it.. Eaoh letter is used 
only onoe.. Number 1 is completed correctly • 
e 1. J a. quarter rest 
2. 
---
b .. sixty-fourth note 
3. 0 c. dotted quarter note 
4 .. J' d .. sixteenth rest 
5Q f. xq quarter note 
d 6. f .. dotted half note 
7 .. ) g .. sixteenth note 
8 .. 7 h .. half note 
9. d. 1. eighth note 
10. 
---
j .. half rest 
-
_11. r k. whole note 
_12 .. J. 1 .. scale j 13 .. m .. dotted half rest 
--
14 .. J.J' n .. whole rest 
15 .. ---~ o .. triplets 
- ldj 
_16. p .. rhythm 4 modified 
_17. r q-6 tied notes 
-
18. ~ r .. cut time _19. Soc eighth rest 
D 
_20 .. t. ohord 
u. thirty-second rest 
v. bar-line 
w .. figure I 
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SCORE ...... 
STOP * * DO NOT TURN PAGE 
SUB-TEST 0 -- RHYTHMS IN SIMPLE TIME 
Directions: Every underlined blank is to be completed with 
the correct number. Where a choice is given, 
circle the entire response which you select. 
Number 1 is completed correctly as an example. 
- 1. Rhythm I is o~ tone(~) to one beat, sung slowly and 
2. 
3. 
accented; it is represented by o~ 
a) half 
(})) quart0 
c) whole 
d) eighth 
Rhythm II is (even) (uneven) tones to 
it is represented by 
a) eighth e) sixteenth 
b) whole d) quarter 
Rhythm III is (even)(uneven) tones to 
is represented by __ _ 
a) eighth c) quarter 
note(~). 
one beat; 
note(s)., 
one beat; 
b) sixteenth d) dotted half note(s). 
it 
4. :Rhythm IV is (even) (uneven) tones to one beat; it 
is represented by 
a) eighth c) sixteenth 
b) quarter d) half note(s). 
5. Rhythm IV has many variations. The form most frequently 
used is called Rhythm IV Modified. It is represented by 
a) a dotted quarter and an eighth 
b) a dotted half and a quarter 
c) a dotted eighth and a sixteenth 
d) a dotted quarter and a sixteenth note(s). 
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SCORE •••• , 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE 
SUB-TEST D -- RHYTHMS IN COMPOUND TIME 
Every underlined blank is to be completed with the correct 
number. Where a choice is given, circle the entire ~esponse 
whioh you select~ 
1. Rhythm I in compound time is __ _ tone(s) to one beat; 
it is represented by __ _ 
a) dotted half e) dotted quarter 
b) quarter and eighth d) three eighth note(s)q 
67o 
2.. Rhythm II in compound time is __ _ (even)(uneven) tone(s) 
3 .. 
4 .. 
5 .. 
to one beat; it is represented by ----~ 
a) dotted half 
b) quarter 
Rhythm III in compound time is 
c) dotted quarter 
d) quarter and eighth 
note(s). 
(even)(uneven) tone(s) 
to one beat; it is represented by 
a) eighth c) dotted half 
b) dotted quarter d) dotted eighth note(s)4 
Compound time is determined by: 
a) the key signature c) the time signature 
b) the speed of the piece d) the elef sign. 
To distinguish simple time from compound time, the necessary 
process using the number three (3) is: 
a) addition c) multiplication 
b) subtraction d) division~ 
SCORE ...... . 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE 
• 
SUB-TEST E 
--
TIME SIGNATURES 
Directions: Circle the correct "True" or "False" response 
for each item .. 
T F 1. The top number of the time signature determines the 
number of beats in every measure. 
T F 2. The time signature is placed immediately after the 
T F 
T F 
T F 
3. 
4. 
6. 
key signature at the beginning of a composition. 
The speed of a piece depends on the time signature. 
The lower number of the time signature tells whether 
or not the music is written in compound time. 
The kind of note to receive one beat is represented 
by the lower number in the time signature .. 
T F 6. A piece is written in compound time when the top 
number of the time signature is divisible by two. 
T F ?. The following are examples of simple time signatures: 
2 3 4 6 2 3 4 
4 4 4 4 2 2 8 
T F 8o 
T F 9 .. 
The time signature 6 8 is simple time. 
The time signature never 
of the same composition. 
T F 10. Compound time signatures 
writing marches, just as 
changes during the length 
6 
such as 8 may be used for 
~ in simple time. 
T F 11.. Simple time is played slower than compound time. 
T F 12. Examples of compound time 
6 9 12 6 
8 8 8 4 
are: 
16 
8 
9 
4 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE 
SCORE .......... . 
SUB-TEST F -- MUSIC DYNAMICS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
Directions: Place the letter which describes each numbered 
item on the line beside the number.. Cross off 
each letter as you use it. Each letter is used 
only once. Ntimber 1 is completed as an example. 
1. mp a.. to slow down 
___ 3,. ff 
___ 4 .. Largo 
___ 5 .. p 
___ 6. fz 
___ 7. D .. S .. 
__ 8. pp 
9 • ..::::::::: 
---· 
__ 10 o Andante 
_11. f 
_12 .. - - -
_13. Ritard 
_14. D .. C. 
_15 .. Allegro 
16. A 
--· 
_17. Fine 
_18. mf J J .. 
_19 .. , . \\ 
___ 20. Diminuendo 
bo a word meaning to grow soft 
Co the end 
d .. to grow faster 
e. to the sign 
)( .. moderately soft 
g.. slowly 
ho strong accent 
i .. very loud 
k. staccato marks 
1. suddenly loud 
m .. loud 
n. light accent 
·Oo moderately loud 
p. a sign meaning to growsoft 
q. to grow louder 
r .. a waltz 
s .. repeat 
t. to the beginning 
tl.. very soft 
Vo Soft 
w. stately, slow 
x. lively 
STOPt DO NOT TURN PAGE 
SCORE ...... 
69. 
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SUB-TEST G - LETTER NAMES ON THE STAFF 
Directions: Under each notehead write the correct letter. 
A. Lines B. Spaces 
('\ f""'o.. 
l '-' r"\ () 
1 ,-.... 
..._, (.) 
/( 
' 
\,._./ 
r'\. 0_ 
\ ./ I'"""\. "-"' () 
'-" 
l.o E 1 •.•..•• 2 ..... 3 ....• 4 ...•• 5 ...•• 6 .....•• 7 ....• 8 ••.•• 9 •••••• 
C. msolated notes 
I 
'""' 
0 
~J r--.. ..._, 
I r""'\ '-J 0 {( 
' 
......... 
r-. () 
\ / u - r"\ 
u ......... 
t. 
D. Circle the Correct letter under every note I .. 
_..... 
.I'"'\ (.) ~ 
I r"'\ - (J 0 
/[ ) - u r"\ 
1\ L/ r'\ ') ........, r"\ 
...., 
-
• 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
~ EFG CDE FAC CDE DEF AGF BDC FED CDE ACE 
0 
'""' 
0 
I f (.) ......... 
I ,....... u r-'\ 
I( '1r-... - {.) '-' 
\ ll - _Q 
~ u 
• ~2 33 34 36 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 
FGA ABO ACE DCB FGA BDF ABC ABC EFG BDF CDE 
SCORE ••••••• 
STOPl DO NOT TURN PAGE 
SUB-TEST H -- FINDING 11 D0 11 WITH SHARPS AND FLATS 
Direetions: Draw a oirole around the note on the same line or 
spaoe as 11 do .. 11 Number 1 is completed as an 
example .. 
3. 
5 .. 
7. 
11. 
13. 15 .. 
18. 
19. 20 .. 
71 .. 
SCORE •.•••• 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE 
SUB-TEST I -- FINDING THE KEY BY LETTER NAMES 
A. Directions: Write the letter name of the line or space 
on which "do" is written. Number 1 is 
completed as an exampleo 
3. 
0 
4. Q5. 
0 
I (.J 
lLL _j 
I\ Ll 
a • 
h 
/, ' .... 1 L)_ l) 
B. Directions: Write the letter name of the line or space 
on which 11 dofl is found after placing the 
notehead {0) on that place. 
,-13 .. ;n5 .. 
D -v 
I 
'"' 
1 h L {( \ y If ) Jl y 
\. 1/ 1\ / 
.. ~ 
BCORE.o .• 
STOP! DO.NOT TURN PAGE 
SUB-TEST J -- RECOGNITION OF CHROMATIC TONES 
Directions: In each of the following exercises find three 
chromatic tones. Write the available name of 
the chromatic note, the note preceding, and 
the note followingo The first three notes are 
named correctly,. 
~.u-
t1'" 1 
---"' I lt"- ~ r-' 
_[ 1 I c • ,H-..., ( • .JJ.- I .. 
·--\ / L f-
\ 
-tr- -It-
- • -
•• ~ •• -0 •• 0 0 •• • ~1.-. ;Y.i. -.'~I ..... 0 •••• 0- • 0 ••• 0 •••••••• :-: • s:..;::, 
~ 
1 
tJ , - J. ... .._ .. L.;.a. J 
I b_f.. 1- I-' . .. • v ... • - • 
-
• y !-" 
• -II , ... t7 I 
1 v: ..L ... ' J 
0 • • • • • • 0 • • • 0 -0 • • 0 • 0 • • 0 0 • • ~ • • • • • • • 0 0 0 • • • 0 • • • • • 0 • • • • • • 
3. 
V¥Jjl r rlrttlr r !rJrlrtr I r I r- II 
• 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
4. 0 
- • I • .JJ..- • • l...u.. .. ka. J 0( ~· :- -tr :- I-tt !-" 1 J • ha 1/1 l • • ., :- ( I" v~ 1- ' 
" • 0 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • 0 0 0 • • • • 0 • 0 0 0 • • • • 0 • 0 0 • 0 • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 
0 .u- :1! 
"ff •L _4 ) ,.., ... 
I =It -1-+.t... 1- ) . , - ) t1 ·~ h-. -{( ) I ~'"""'" 41 y -o ,--
\.._ v .Lj 
-
- ,.... 
-• • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
7 .. Q_ 
I I 
1 h I • • h .... • l }Y L • h. • ~ - • 
'-v ""-, • • lh.a • •• 
yw jll, c 
.J 
.,_ . 
i; ,I 
• • • • • 0 ••• 9 ••••••••••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • •• 
73. 
SUB-TEST K -- RECOGNITION OF FAMILIAR FIRST LINES OF SONGS 
Directions: Place a circle around the letter which correctly 
titles the excerpt of each song given. 
II 
11 ,J., 
' 
J 
l.. I ~ J .. .1 "'- J l ~ 
lb ~I J .. • • r Ill }J .J. ...1. 
-
.. 
\ 
-It JL. ~--· 4~ I• -· - ~ L - - 1- - .. I• -_. _.. ... • • . 
74o 
... 
a) America the Beautiful a) Ohl Columbia the Gem of 
the Ocean 
b) God Bless America 
c) My Country Tis of Thee 
d) Battle Hymn of the Republic 
b) America the Beautiful 
c) Hail! Columbia 
d) America 
a) Onward, Christian Soldiers 
b) God Bless America 
c) Battle Hymn of the Republic 
d) Marching Through Georgia 
a) Marines 1 Hymn 
b) Anchors Aweigh 
c) Caisson Song 
d) Army Air Corps 
5 .. 6 ~if 
V-rTJ..n _1 
I :tt J 1'-" I \ I 
lL( _)__A IQ· IJ , .. 
'~ l/"t- C· ... I• ....-I ·o,- "-, 
a) A Capital Ship 
b) Sailing, Sailing 
c) Little Brown Jug 
d) Lullaby and Goodnight 
a) Bicycle Built for Two 
b) School Days 
c) When You Wore A Tulip 
d) East Side, West Side 
7 .. 8 
a) Caisson Song 
b) Dixie 
a) Star Spangled Banner 
b) Yankee Doodle 
c) Mocking Bird Hill 
d) Star Spangled Banner c) Shortnin' Bread d) Dixie 
SCORE ••.••••• 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE 
SUB-TEST L -- DETECTION OF PITCH ERRORS IN FAMILIAR MELODIES 75o 
Directions: In each of the following fami:i.iar tunes two ( 2') 
notes are written incorrectlyo Place a cross 
through each wrong noteo The first mistake is 
crossed outo Find two otherso 
e-
. 5. ~ • . . lEtt if: 1 --!J Q t tr 1 r ~-1 J. t il tJ t 1 
When jhhny Comes arching Home Agarn 
SCORE •.••• 
STOPl DO NOT TURN PAGE 
-1!111111!-IIJ!I!!!!!!!I!I!!!!•-111...,....--!!IIIII!I!!I!!---~!I!IIII!..------------~ __ ... _ 
APPENDIX B 
REFINED ';rEST 
• 
MUSIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
GRADE 9 
BETTY A. TOZIER 
N.MdE • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • •• o • • • .o 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • o 
last name first name initial 
SCHOOL ••••••••••••• -0 o ............. o •••••• ~ ~ GRADE • • • • • • . • • • • •• 
AGE ...................... ... 
years-months-days 
HAVE YOU STUDIED MUSIC OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL? ··~~~···~········•••• 
IF SO, WHAT INSTRUMENTS AND HOW LONG? ·~·········~···········•· 
0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 o • • • 0 0 e 0 0 0 a 0 0 o 0 o A 0 0 0 0 o • 0 o • o 0 o 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 • • • 0 • 0 + • 0 0 0 a • 4 
I HIGHEST 
TEST NAME OF TEST POSSIBLE SCORE SCORE 
1 MUSIC SIGNS AND SYMBOLS 10 
2 RECOGNITION OF NOTES AND RESTS 15 
3 TIME SIGNATURE 10 
4 RHYTHMS IN SIMPLE AND COMPOUND TIME 7 
5 MUSICAL ABBREVIATIONS AND SIGNS 12 
6 LETTER NAMES ON THE STAFF - 20 
7 FINDING 11 D0 11 WITH SHARPS AND FLATS 17 
8 FINDING THE KEY BY LETTER NAMES 11 
9 RECOGNITION OF CHROMATIC TONES 10 
10 DETECTION OF PITCH ERRORS 9 
I 
11 I RECOGNITION OF FAMILIAR TUNES 6 
TOTAL 127 
DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGN~L IS GIVEN. 
• 
77. 
SUB TEST 1 -- MUSIC SIGNS AND SYMBOLS 
DIRECTIONS: Place a cross (X) through the picture which de-
scribes each item • 
SAMPLE: A whole note - - - - - - -- a) d b)~ c) b d) i e)--
l. the staff - - - - - - - - - - a)~ b)~) X d)§3\e)~' 
2. sharp - - - - - - - - - - - • a) ~ ~ b) # c) b d) ~· e ) ~ 
3. G clef - - - - - - - - - - - a) 9: b) J c) ~ d) \K e) G 
4.. first syllable of the scale - a)~o\ b) mi c) tC\ d)b' e) <!o 
5. simple time signature - ·- - - a) _t b) b c) ~ d) ~ e)# 
6. cancel - - - - - - - - - - - a) :f\: b) ~ c) X.· d) 'bh e) q 
7. bass clef - - - - - - - - - - a) 4 b F\,) \\i d) ~:e) ± 
a. flat - - - - - - - - - - - - a) ~ b) d c) b d) # e) b~ 
9. repeat sign - - - - - - - - - a~)f.\ c~) /\ e) \K 
10. hold - - - - - - - - - - - - a) d b) (:\ c). J d) - e) P 
SCORE •.•••••• 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS GIVEN. 
SUB TEST 2 -- RECOGNITION OF NOTES AND RESTS 
DIRECTIONS: Place the letter which describes each numbered 
item on the line beside the number~ Cross off 
each number as you use it; each number is used 
only once. 
1. quarter note a .. 
--
2. eighth note b. J. 
3. whole rest e. J' 
4 .. quarter rest d. ~ 
5. dotted quarter note e. ). 
6. sixteenth note f .. .l 
7 .. half rest g. d 
8~ triplets h .. '7 
9. rhythm 4 modified i .. 0 
10. tied notes j .. ,.... 
11. three beat rest k .. 7 
12. figure I , 1. J. 
13. eighth rest m .. m ~ 
14. chord n .. 
---f 
15. sixteenth rest o .. j.J' 
p .. Jv-lJ 
q. J) 
m r. 
SCORE •.•••• 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS GIVEN. 
78. 
• 
SUB-TEST 3 TIME SIGNATURE 
DIRECTIONS: Place a circle around the letter 11 T11 (True) or 
11 F11 (False) whiah correctly describes each 
statemente 
T F 
T F 
1. Simple time is played slower than compound time. 
2. The lower number of the time signature tells 
whether the music is simple or compound time. 
T F 3. Examples of compound time are: 
6 9 12 9 6 
8 8 8 4 2. 
T F 4. A piece is written in compound time when the top 
number of the time signature is divisible by two. 
T F 5. The time signature ~ is simple time. 
T F 6. The kind of note to receive one beat is repre-
sented by the lower number of the time signature. 
T F 7. ~ is a simple time signature. 
T F 8. The top number of the time signature tells how 
T F 9. 
m~ny beats are in one measure. 
The waltz is played in 3 4 time. 
T F 10. Examples of simple time signatures are: 
3 2 3 
4 2 8. 
SCORE ••.••• 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS GIVEN. 
79. 
SUB-TEST 4 -- RHYTHMS IN SIMPLE AND COMPOUND TIME 
DIRECTIONS: Place a cross (X) through the blook at the right 
hand column which names the correct response for . 
each item. 
19 Rhythm I is represented by: 
a) quarter c) half 
b) whole d) eighth notes. 
2. Rhythm II is represented by: 
a) one o) three 
b) two d) four notes 
3 .. Rhythm IV is represented by: I a I b I o I d I 
a) whole o) eighth 
b) sixteenth d) half notes. 
4. Rhythm I in compound time is represented by: 
a) dotted half c) eighth 
b) quarter d) dotted quarter~ 
6 .. Compound time is determined by: 
a) clef sign o) time signature 
b) key signature d) speed of piece. 
6 .. Rhythm II is represented by: I a I b I c I d I · 
a) eighth c) sixteenth 
b) half d) quarter notes. 
7. Rhythm III is represented by: 
a) sixteenth c) quarter 
b) eighth d) half notes .. 
SCORE •...•.• 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS GIVEN 
so. 
SUB-TEST 5 -- MUSICAL ABBREVIATIONS AND SIGNS 
DIRECTIONS: Place the letter which describes each numbered 
item on the line beside the number. Cross off 
each number as you use it; each number is used 
only once. 
1.. mp a. to slow down 
2. ritard b. a word meaning to grow soft 
3. diminuendo o. the end 
4. 
---===== 
d. to grow faster 
5 .. jJjJ e • go to the sign 
. 
6 .. Fine f. moderately soft 
7 .. D.S. g. staccato marks 
a. ;::----- h. loud 
9 .. f i .. stately 
10 .. mf j <> moderately loud 
11. p k .. a sign meaning to grow soft 
12 .. pp 1 .. repeat 
m .. to grow louder 
n .. very soft 
o. very loud 
p .. soft 
SCORE ....... 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS SIUEN 
81. 
SUB-TEST 6 -- LETTER NAMES ON THE STAFF 
DIRECTIONS: Under each notehead write the correct letter by 
counting the lines and spaces and applying the 
letter names. 
~. ~ 
o,...J 
,..... 
J ,...... '-" 
II 1\ '-' 
" ~ k' ,.....,. '-' 
-. 1 .. 2 .. 3 • 4 .. 
o • • o o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • o • o • • • o 9 o e ~ ~ o • • o • ~ 
() 
I () ( \ u 
\ ) () 
6 .. 7. 8 .. 9 .. 10 .. 0 
0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 G • 0 0 0 q • 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 
DIRECTIONS: Circle the letter which names each note • 
. ) 
/"\. 
j ,.... ........ ,, 
' 
\,.J 0 
1\ .) ,..... 
-"'-11. CBA 12. CDE 13. FAC 14 .. ~E 15o BGD 
• • 0 0 • 0 0 • • • 0 • • 0 • 0 • • • • • • 0 0 • • • • • 0 • 0 0 • • • • • 
0 
(J 
I 0 
II A \ ,....... 
:\.. J - _U ' ' 
-
16. EGB 17 .. DCB 18. CDE 19 .. CEG 20 .. FGA 
• 0 • • • 0 • • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 0 • • • 0 • 0 • 0 • • 0 0 • 0 • • • • 0 
SCORE •••••.• 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS GIVEN 
8.2. 
SUB-TEST ? -- FINDING 11 D0 11 WITH SHARPS AND FLATS 
DIRECTIONS: Draw a circle around the note on the same line or 
space as 11 do, 11 in each of the following exercises. 
,SAMPLE 
SCORE ••.•..• 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS GIVEN 
83o 
SUB-TEST 8 -- FINDING THE KEY BY LETTER NAMES 
DIRECTIONS: Write the letter name of the line or space on 
which 11 do" is written. Be sure to place a~ 
in the correct line or space for 11 do. 11 
SAMPLE 
2. 
I 
Jl 
\ 
10. 1 
I ,, 
\ 
"' 
.. ::P. ..... . . . . . . -. . . 
1 3. , ..11-,..,.. 
·""' 
I 
' v II 1 v \. l/ 
• 
0 • • ~ • • • • • ~ . . . . . . . . . . 
• • 0 •• 0 •••• . . ~ . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . • • ~ • • • • • • 4 
n 
I 
" 
) 
\ ll 
"' 0 • • 0 • 0 • 0 • • • 0 ~ • • • • 0 0 • 
11 .. 
J) 
l.. I 
I v ·V 
J 
• • • 0 • • • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • • • 
SCORE •••• o 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS GIVEN 
84. 
SUB-TEST 9 -- RECOGNITION OF CHROMATIC TONES 
DIRECTIONS: In each of the following exercises find two 
chromatic tones. Write the syllable name of the 
chromatic tone under it on the dotted line below 
the staff.. Each exercise begins on 11 do .. 11 It is 
not necessary to write the names on the other 
notes .. 
1 .. n.u-
v .-rr n_ l l"""' I :j:j:;L ~ r-
' 
al I , ..... ""' 
II \ c .. -\.1- ... c ·~ ... I - ,,; .J I I \ lJ '-- -tt -It- . _, 
- LJ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
tl 
t7 •- t... .. I.. a. - J I h _.{.. ~ rt • .. • y ~ ~ • 4' y 
(-' 
• ... 0 -{( 
' ¥ 17 \ ' 
~ i -
'-v L... f.- J 
.... 
. .......................................... . 
3. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 
4. 
I) .. ~· p p .J.I..-. •• I 11'- r • • I !...-It\ ~ • • ¥,... c 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 
9 • • • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SCORE .... .". 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS GIVEN 
85. 
SUB-TEST 10 -- DETECTION OF PITCH ERRORS IN FAMILIAR TUNES 
DIRECTIONS: In each of the following lines two measures 
contain errors in pitch. Place a cross (X) 
through the entire misspelled measureo There 
should be 9 crossed-out measures besides the 
sampleo 
I \....) ' 
If:\¥ .A ....J ... • • 
\.JI~ -. • _. , - • - I 
-
America 
II 
:) 
h .... •· -Ill jV • 1\.. v ( . Cl 
.,1 v 
1"\ 
II 
/1 \.... 
-
t • H :\Y • -. ~ ...... ' •· \...., ~ :WI• ~ 
/ 
II ./ 
11 t71 1\. 
L. I\,.) .. 
-
L, .. 
II \V 1?1 
-I· r-' I ( -- .. 
I"" J i.)l'• .l.l - .. 
Lullaby 
II 1?- 7 \ 
II l I L ' 
if I 
'" o- • .. • 7 • \. IJ • • - \. • 
\ I 
• A -
/ -~· - . 
• 
..... 
~ 
-
-
-1 
v 
• 
/ " Sample 
.. .. 
-.. IP 
-
• .. 
- I 
•· • 
I/ 
-· 
- • ~ 
-
~ 
v 
• 
-
- ~ • 
-.. 
L . 
r-... 
• -
1"'-
r-"' 
.. 
• -
• I \ 1> ~ 
T 
.. 
.. 
.. 
-
SCORE ••••• 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS GIVEN 
86. 
• 
SUB-TEST 11 ~ RECOGNITION OF FAMILIAR TUNES 
DIRECTIONS! Pls.ce a circle around the letter which correctly 
titles the excerpt of each song given • 
a) Onward, Christian Soldiers 
b) God Bless America 
a) Star Spangled Banner 
b) Yankee Doodle 
5. 
JJ 
\.. 
c) Battle Hymn of the Republic 
d) Marching Through Georgia 
a) A Capital Ship 
b) Sailing, Sailing 
c) Little Brown Jug 
d) Brahms 1 Lullaby 
Jl. 
1 -+t 7 ;""\ 
:tt.J ~ 
1 l IC • .. 
.v oq..- ('> .. • 
.. 
C· -
b
a) Bicycle Built for Two ) School Days 
c) Shortnin' Bread 
d) Dixie 
n 
j 
I ('l / I ., J 
if ) 1..,_ 
-
_..!. ..! 
'-v 
.. 
-
1- v ~· _. ._- .. 
a) Marine's Hymn 
b) Anchors Aweigh 
c) Caisson Song 
d) Army Air Corps 
a) Dixie 
b) Caisson Song 
' 
c) When You Wore a Tulip 
d) East Side, West Side c) Mocking Bird Hill d) Star Spangled Banner 
SCORE •• ~ ..... 
STOP! DO NOT TURN PAGE UNTIL SIGNAL IS GIVEN 
87. 
e. 
APPENDIX C 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING TEST 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING TEST 
The battery, Music Achievement Test, Grade 9, includes 
eleven sections, each found on a separate page. The total time 
necessary for the actual testing is 45 minutes; the time for 
each test is as follows1 
Sub-Test 1 .. Music Signs and Symbols 3 min. 
2o Recognition of Notes and Rests 5 11 
3 .. Time Signature 3 " 
4. Rhythms in Simple and Compound Time 3 11 
5 .. Musical Abbreviations and Signs 5 11 
6. Letter Names on the Staff 5 11 
7 .. Finding 11 Do 11 with Sharps and Flats 5 " 
8 .. Finding the Key by Letter Names 4 " 
9 .. Recognition of Chromatic Tones 5 11 
lOo Detection of Pitch Errors 5 " 
11 .. Recognition of Familiar Tunes 2 11 
If it is necessary to give the test in two sittings, give 
tests l through 5, then 6 through 11 .. 
Before starting the first test, know that every student is 
prepared with two sharpened pencils, and ascertain that the 
testing area will not be disturbed. 
Allow ten minutes for distributing tests and explaining the 
procedure in the following manner: 
Do not open this booklet until permission is 
giveno It contains a series of items per-
taining to knowledge of music and the way it 
is writteno Each page tests a different 
phase of music and is timed to give you the 
88 .. 
opportunity to answer as many items as you know. 
When you finish a page, do not go on until the 
instructor says, 'Turn to the next page.' If you 
do not know an item, complete the rest of the 
test; then go back and fill in those you missed. 
Do not waste time in the middle of a test • You 
may guess at an answer if you are not sureo 
Answer every item on each pageo 
Now look at the cover of the bookleto Please 
print the following information: Your name (last, 
first, initial); School; Grade; Age (years, months, 
days); Have you studied outside of school? If so, 
what instruments and how long? 
Do not write below the last dotted line. 
Now open to Sub-Test 1. The name of this test i,st 
'Music Signs and Symbols.• I will read the di-
rections aloud while you read them to yourselves. 
Directions: Place a cross (X) through the picture 
whiqh describes each item. Sample: A whole note-
a) db)~ c) P d)?- e)-.- . The second 
item, letter b, is the correct answer and a cross 
is placed through it. 
Pencils up! Ready, go! 
After 3 minutes, say: 
Stop! Turn to the next page. The name of Sub-
Test 2 is 'Recognition of Notes and Rests.• 
Directions: Place the letter which describes 
each numbered item on the line beside the number. 
Cross off each number as you use it; each number 
is used only once. 
Pencils up! Ready, go! 
After 5 minutes, say~ 
Stop! Turn to the next page. The name of Sub-
Test 3 is 'Time Signature.' Directions: Place 
a circle around the letter 11 T11 (True) or 11 FII 
(False) which correctly describes each statement. 
Pencils up! Ready, go! 
After 3 minutes, say: 
Stop! Turn to the next page. The name of Sub-
Test 4 is 'Rhythms in Simple and Compound Time.• 
Directions: Place a cross (X) through the block 
at the right hand column which names the correct 
response for each itemo 
89o 
Pencils up! Ready, go! 
After 3 minutes, sayt 
Stop! Turn to the next page. The name of Sub-
Test 5 is 'Musical Abbreviations and Signs•. 
Directions: Place the letter which describes 
each numbered item on the line beside the 
number. Cross off each number as you use it; 
each number is used only once. 
Pencils up! Ready, go! 
After 5 minutes, say: 
Stop! Turn to the next page. The name of Sub-
Test 6 is 'Letter Names on the Staff.' Di-
rections: Under each notehead write the-correct 
letter by counting the lines and spaces and 
applying the letter names. 
Pencils up! Ready, go! 
After 5 minutes, say: 
Stop! Turn to the next page. The name of Sub-
Test 7 is 1 Finding "Do" with Sharps and Flats.' 
Directions: Draw a circle around the note on 
the same line or space as "do," in each of the 
following exercises. 
Pencils up! Ready, gol 
After 5 minutes, say: 
Stop! Turn to the next page. The name of Sub-
Test 8 is tFinding the Key by Letter Names.' 
Directions: Write the letter name of the line 
or space on which 11 do 11 is written. Be sure to 
place a note in the correct line or space for 
ndo.u 
Pencils upl Ready, go! 
After 4 minutes, say: 
Stop! Turn to the next page. The name of Sub-
Test 9 is 'Recognition of Chromatic Tones. 1 
Directions: In each of the following exercises 
find two chromatic tones. Write the syllable 
name of the chromatic tone under it on the 
dotted line below the staff. Each exercise be-
gins on 11 do. 11 It is not.necessary to write the 
names o~ the other notes. 
Pencils upl Ready, gol 
After 5 minutes, say: 
Stop! Turn to the next pageo The name of Sub-
Test 10 is 'Detection of Pitch Errors in 
Familiar Tuneso' Directions: In each of the 
following lines two measures contain errors in 
pitch. Place a cross (x) through the entire 
misspelled measureo There should be 9 
crossed-out measures besides the sampleo 
Pencils up! Ready, go 1 • 
After 5 minutes, say! 
Stop! Turn to the next page. The name of Sub-
Test 11 is 'Recognition of Familiar Tunes.' 
Directions: Place a circle around the letter 
which correctly titles the excerpt of each 
song given. 
Pencils up! Ready, go! 
After 2 minutes, say: 
Stop! Close the bookletse 
Collect the bookletso 
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APPENDIX D 
DIREOTlONS FOR SCORING 
MUSIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST * GRADE 9 
SCORING KEY 
DIRECTIONS: Fold paper on lines and lay against each test 
matching top and bottom of page. 
Sub-test 1 Sub-Test 2 Sub-Test 3 Sub-test 4 Sub-test 5 
1. a 
1. F 
1.~ f 
1. a 1 .. f 2 .. F 2. b 2. a 
2. c 
2. b 3. b 3. J 3. T 4. m 
3. c 4. d 
3. b 5. g 5. 1 4 .. F 
4 .. e 6 .. c 6. e 
7. e 
5. a 7. a 5. F e. k 
e. m 6. T 4. d 
·6 .. e 9 .. h 9 .. q 
10. J 
7. d 10. p 7 .. T 11. p 
11. n e. T 
e. c 5 .. c 12. n 12. 0 
9. c 13. h 9 .. T 
14.. :r 10 .. T 
10 .. b 15. k 6. a 
7. b 
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SCORING KEY (Continued) 
Sub-Test 6 
1. E I 2. B 3. G I 4. F 5o D 
6. A I 7. F I a. E I 9. c j1o. D 
a 
Sub-Test 7 
Count from Bottom up* 
Sample! 1. L3J 2. S4 
3. S3j 4. L3 I 5. Ll 
6. L4l 7. L2 I 9' .L3 
12. S1)13. 81 ~4. 82 
15 .. L3 116. 82 ~7. 84 
*L: Line 
S :: Space 
93. 
94 .. 
SCORING KEY (Continued) 
Sub-Test 8 Sub-Test 9 
SAMPLE 1. S4 or Ll-E 
1.. :f'i ... :f'i 
2.. Sl !Jr L5-F 3. L2-G 
2.. te - te 
4D L3-Bb(or B) 5. S2-Ab(or A) 
3.. si - :f'i 
6 .. 82-A 7 .. L4-Db(or D) 
4. ri te 
8 .. 83-C#(or C) 9 .. 83 or line below staf:f'-C 
a 
5 .. :f'i 
-
si 
10. Ll or 84-E 11 .. L3-B 
95. 
SCORING KEY (Continued) 
Sub-Test 10 Sub-Test 11 
1 .. 0 2. d 
America Line 1 Measure 5 ~--~----~~~~ 
II 2 II 2,5 4. a 
II 3 n 1,2 
Lullaby Line 1 Measure 1,3 
------------------~ 
6 .. d 
II 2 II 3,4 
